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80th Anniversary Gala

RAISES OVER

$65,000!

CELEBRATORY MOOD: There’s much to smile about at the BSC! Pictured at the 80th Anniversary Gala: Lulu Falls, Brian Simmons,
Joan Gilbert, Nancy Blattel, Nancy Rogers, and Debbie Bopp. See more photos of the Gala on page 10.

Alum Gives Record Gift to the BSC
The Berkeley STudenT
Cooperative is pleased to announce
that we have received a $400,000 gift
to support ongoing seismic retrofit
projects as well as the development
of an academic theme house.
The $400,000 gift by an
anonymous alum is the largest
donation received by the BSC to date.
executive director Jim Gray offers
the following: “This donation speaks
to the accomplishments and direction
of the Berkeley Student Cooperative,
an 80 year old student run non-

profit housing organization. The
BSC, its generous supporters, and its
members are willing to make bold,
smart moves to help make a university
education affordable and accessible,
and to create quality cooperative
housing experiences for its members.
We hope that this donation sends a
message to others that the BSC is an
important organization to support
for those who share our concerns
about providing access to higher
education.”
We are undergoing seismic retrofit

projects for each building, some of
which are over one hundred years
old. half of the historic donation
will help fund the seismic retrofits.
The donation will also support the
conversion of one of its existing
houses into an Academic Theme
house, which will join theme houses
Oscar Wilde house (queer theme),
the African American house and
lothlorien (vegetarian theme). “Our
student leadership is excited to start
planning the future Academic Theme
house. The goal is to create a space for

continues on page 3

STEBBINS HALL
REUNION

ThAnk yOu, current and past
Stebbinites including David Pon
(Casa Zimbabwe 2009, Stebbins
2010-12) for making our reunion on
October 20, 2013 a success! Stebbins
members prepared brunch, which
was followed by open-mike story
telling presided by our masterful
MC, Bonnie Prestridge. Stebbinites
young and old were engrossed as
stories unfolded about huAC,
house mothers, tea parties, house
inspections, and the origins of the
Stebbins hands. The reunion ended
with a group rendition, led by Alex
Cuevas (Stebbins 2012-13), of
dinky doo, the official Stebbins faux
birthday song.
We have collected some reflections
on the reunion:
“I have too many wonderful
memories to count. I loved working
switchboard, especially relating to
guys working the same shift on
boring Saturday nights. I remember
when Stebbins gals painted the
treasured Cloyne bell pink. We had
2
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to put up with a lot of retaliatory
pranks
(stealing
our
dining
room door, leaving it against the
Campanile, stealing our silverware,
etc.). reconciliation occurred when
we organized the ‘Pink Pearl dance’.
Seriously, my three years in the coop changed my life. It gave me many
opportunities for leadership (Social
Chair, President, Workshift Manager)
I would not have had in the dorms. It
was also the first time in my life that I
had as much money as my peers.
Plus we were so proud to be on the
Attorney General’s Subversive list.”
— Earleen Hamlin (1950-53)
“I enjoyed hearing the story of
the house manager taking the city
inspector around the premises while
fumes from spices used during meal
preparation were being sucked into
the house ventilation system, irritating
everybody’s mucus membranes.
Making friends who have remained
close to me for the last 60 years has
to be the legacy that I take from
Stebbins. There’s lots of memories:

room inspection, curfews and
lockouts, panty raids (this was during
the eisenhower years when not much
controversial has yet surfaced—
no FSM, no huAC, no civil rights
movement, so we pretty much were

“One of my roommates from
Stebbins fessed up to being the
cause of the Green Giant visiting
Stebbins in 1968. “
able to blissfully ignore the world
around us. (yeah I know...ignorant,
huh!) We used to have a ‘spring tea’
(as if we knew what a ‘tea’ was),
where we borrowed silver samovars
from a wealthy benefactor who lived
at the corner of ridge road and
leConte Avenue to serve tea and
coffee, and made petit fours and little
finger sandwiches for the guests. It
was supposed to be an elegant event,
but some of us more rowdy residents
tried spicing up the afternoon with
potted flowers in the toilets and a
broomstick dummy wearing a mop
staffing the switchboard.”
— Glady Ikeda (1953-57)

“I truly loved the whole reunion.
One of my roommates from Stebbins
fessed up to being the cause of the
Green Giant visiting Stebbins in
1968. It made the front page of The
daily Californian the next Monday.
I remember the hand prints being
much larger and the giant footprints
from the Campanile were impressive,
but you know what they say about
one’s memory as you grow older.
I remember that time as full of
turmoil on campus, very exciting
and exhilarating to be in the midst
of, but it was so great to go home to
Stebbins and have a sense of being in
a safe place. I met great people there.
I really want to thank noreen, who
lives in room 228 for opening her
room to us (kathy and Carol) who
lived in room 228 the first half of the
year. It was fun to see the changes in
the building and also the things that
haven’t changed.”
— Carol Gant (1968-69)

building to have a look at it recorded
on the seismometer.”
— Steve Harness (1971-72)

“I liked hearing the story that
one woman shared about how she
participated in the Cloyne/Stebbins
rivalry, and how the green hands
came to be painted on the house.
I also enjoyed talking to alumni
who would lived in the house in
early 2000, and hearing about how
they had met up with or run into
other Stebbins alumni in their travels
throughout the world. For example,
one guy told me about a time that
he was at a restaurant and overheard
somebody sitting next to them
talking about Stebbins. A similar
thing happened to me about months
ago in dC. I was sitting in a bar with
another Stebbins alum and the people
next to us overheard us talking. They
had lived in another co-op and were
excited to meet others in dC.
In the spring of 2012, six other
Stebbins residents and I wrote and
“I enjoyed hearing about the performed a Spanish-language soap
absurd curfew restrictions placed opera for music and story night.
on the young adults in the house. It was sassy, sordid, and more
I think this was probably for the convoluted than a slinky in a washing
purpose of assuring parents that machine. Creating the 15 min. piece
their daughters would graduate with was an incredible artistic experience.
their ‘virtue’ intact. Listening to Jan For some reason, we all flowed
Pierson and kathy erickson play the really well together. Whether it was
first movement (cheerful feelings on coming up with the story, designing
arrival in the country) of Beethoven’s costumes, or practicing, there was
Sixth Symphony (the Pastoral) as a this unprecedented synergy that was
duet on the piano.
beautiful to experience. And when it
kathy and I have been married for came time for the performance, the
40 years, so Stebbins hall and 1972 results were incredible! The whole
were definitely a pivotal place and house was hooting and hollering,
time in my life.
clearly enjoying the performance.
One story I didn’t tell at the — Bonnie Prestridge (2009-12)
reunion was being up in my room
(229) and feeling an earthquake while
lying on the bed in the afternoon. I
rushed down to the earth Sciences Photos courtesy of Alex Cuevas.

continued from page 1
students who want to prioritize
their studies, and to present an
academically supportive image
to the uC Berkeley community.
The BSC is proud of its existing
theme houses and the options
they provide our members, as
well as the external statement
they make about the Cooperative.
We expect the same success from
the Academic Theme house,”
says uC Berkeley senior and
BSC President Michelle Nacouzi.
The BSC has not yet identified
which house it will “theme.” It
is anticipated that some aspects
of house life in the Academic
Theme house will be decided
by the Board when they create
the theme house, and that other
elements of house life will be
determined by the initial residents
of the house themselves.
Madeleine Loh
BSC Development Director
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
35

34

A photo from some kind of meeting at Ridge
Project (Casa Zimbabwe).

ns, 1944-49) kindly
Palmina (Brunelli) Rende (Stebbi
Hall Halloween in
sent us this great photo of Stebbins
Fuseo, June Lowe
1947! She identified (from the left) Ellie
in the picture?
and herself. Do you know anyone else

from the previous issue
30

Tim Hallahan
Project) identifi (Ridge
ed this
photo at Ridge Proj
ec
known as Casa Zim t (now
ba
far left Louis Weins bwe):
tein and
Kathy Abdallah, 2n
d from
right: Diane Louie.
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Can you identify the people in any of these
photos? Please let us know and we’ll caption
them in the next issue!

33

Bernie Altman: That’s Greg “Yogi”
Plant in the center of the picture,
who lived in Cloyne Court 19651966 for sure, probably earlier
too, maybe Northside Apartments
following; as I recall he was Cloyne’s
Social Director 1965-1966. To his
right is Gideon Anders, Ridge Project
1966-67, but was in another house
earlier.”

correction

Harry Delmer (Oxford Hall,
1961-65). Regarding the photo on
pg. 3 of the Fall 2013 issue, you’ve
identified the guy in the front of
the picture as Andres Castro,
but that’s George Ishiguro, who
was President at Oxford Hall
when I was there in the early
60’s. I remember Mr. Castro from
that period, and that’s not who’s
pictured.

Celebrating

the 50th Anniversary of the

Free Speech Movement

Save the date! On Sunday September 28, 2014, 2-5 p.m., the BSC will celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the FSM
The Free SPeeCh Movement
(academic year 1964-65) was a
student protest that took place at
uC Berkeley under the informal
leadership of Mario Savio, Michael
rossman, Brian Turner, Bettina
Aptheker, Steve Weissman, Art
Goldberg, Jackie Goldberg and many
others. The protestors demanded
that the university lift the ban of oncampus political activities as well as
acknowledge the right to free speech
and academic freedom.
Many co-opers played a vital
role in this movement. Some were
involved in SlATe, a predecessor
organization to the Free Speech
Movement, while others helped
organize and participated in the Free
Speech Movement itself.
To commemorate the 50th
anniversary of this historical event,
we asked BSC alumn to share their
stories from this revolutionary

moment of Berkeley history.
“I believe it was Bill (Winton)
Cooley, coming into Barrington in
the middle of the night on december
2 or 3 announcing that the police
had started arresting the protesters
in Sproul hall. I ran to the daily
Cal office in old Eshleman Hall
(the one next to Strawberry Creek),
grabbed the 4x5 Speed Graphic and
some film, then headed for Sproul
hall. My daily Cal press pass got
me inside, where I witnessed the
arrests of leaders and supporters
alike. Several were dragged down the
hall, sometimes even down the stairs,
to police vans waiting to cart them
off to the county jail (later dubbed
‘U.C. Santa Rita’).” — Ron Enfield
(Barrington hall, 1962-65).
“In spring of 1967, I was arrested
while walking across campus nine
minutes past a reagan-imposed
curfew after leaving the library where

I was studying for a mid-term. I spent
48 hours in county jail before being
bailed out by my ridge Project coop roomie.” – Keith Silva (ridge
Project, now Casa Zimbabwe).
“In 1957, I organized the first
SlATe candidates to run for ASuC
office. Following that election, a
group of us organized SLATE into
becoming a campus political party,
where I served as the first chairman.
We received widespread support
from the co-ops. Many of our votes
and core activists came from the coops, and our first steering committee
included current and former co-op
residents alike.” — Mike Miller
(Cloyne, 1954-55).
“We had fallen into the habit of
playing bridge while waiting for the
cops at demonstrations. The night
of december 2 my then wife (who
left before any arrests were made)
and I got into a bridge game on
Cooperatively Yours Spring 2014
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A Barrington beer bust
from the FSM period. All
FSM photos courtesy of
Ron Enfield, a BSC alum!

the floor of Sproul Hall. We played
four hands and won four straight
games, after which they wouldn’t
play with us anymore because they
thought we were cheating.” — David
Richardson (Oxford hall, 1961-63).
“Some time in 1956 I read in the
daily Cal that somebody at Stanford
had buttons made reading ‘McCarthy
for Fuhrer.’ I ordered a bunch to pass
out on the street and at some of the
co-ops. One man on the street came
up to me and said, ‘You ought to
be shot!’ I told him I could see he
was a disciple of McCarthy.” — Jan
Polissar (ridge house, 1952-57).
“There was a flurry of organizing
on the day that 800 of us entered
Sproul hall to occupy it in 1964.
everyone was waiting to see what
the police would do, but there were
still hours to wait before they showed
their hand. When the police finally
came, they bounced my protesting
butt down the stairs and eventually to
Santa rita Jail. Before that happened
though, some of the protestors were
offering to teach classes on various
subjects. I sat down in an unused
stairwell and listened to someone talk
about primate behavior. The teacher
turned out to be a graduate student
6
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in anthropology named don Sade,
and I could not have foreseen that
I would become an anthropologist
and spend much of my life studying
monkeys, and then go on to teach
at San Francisco State university. In
many ways, as an 18 year old, Sproul
hall and the FSM was the beginning
of my life as a protestor and as a
professional.” — Steve Gabow
(Oxford hall, 1963-65).
“Congratulations to Oxford
hall arrestees for outnumbering
Barrington hall arrestees 12-9, even
though Barrington hall had more
members. The first Thursday of
September 1964 witnessed a strike.
I didn’t attend my lower division
survey of english literature Course
taught by Mr. Tosswill. Instead I
stood in front of Alameda Sheriff ’s
deputies, eyeball to eyeball, while
they remained locked in formation.
Mario Savio worked as a server at a
popular bar on San Pablo Avenue -Steppenwolf ’s. His 21st birthday was
december 8 of that year. The day
was celebrated by the faculty voting
8 to 1 in favor of all the student
demands. And of course Mario was
incarcerated at Santa rita. I also spoke
at Mario Savio’s Manhattan Memorial

Service.” — Richard Thompson
(Barrington hall, 1962-64).
“The 30-hour police car standoff
and rooftop debate was the truest
‘free speech’ action, other than
frequent debates in the ridge house
dining or living room. I went to
Sproul hall for the sit-in, and later
spent the next day on 3 different

“Congratulations to
Oxford Hall arrestees for
outnumbering Barrington
Hall arrestees 12-9, even
though Barrington Hall had
more members.”
strike picket lines. I was arm in arm
with Joan Baez in one, got assaulted
in one, and was photographed for
the book The Trouble in Berkeley
in another.” — Ken Halliburton
(ridge house, 1964-68)
“I was a boarder at ridge house in
the fall of 1964. There were quite a
few of us who attended the protests,
several of whom were arrested in
Sproul hall. I was also a member of
the FSM executive Committee. After
exCom meetings, I would usually

A WOMAN’S PERSPECTIVE
on the Free Speech Movement

drop in at Ken Salzberg’s invite to
debrief, and all the FSM fans in his
house would come by and listen. This
was a vital part of the FSM’s nervous
system. everyone in the center of the
FSM passed on the latest decisions of
the FSM to thousands of students,
while also listening and reporting
back the reactions of students who
were not directly involved. If we
decided on something and people
thought we were out of touch with
the rest of the population, we would
slow down and take more time to
negotiate. Alternately, when people
were ready to go, and urging us on, we
knew that we were not just speaking
for ourselves, and admiring our
image in the mirror of our own echo
chamber, we actually had the campus
on our side. So when we unloaded on
the administration with the Sproul
sit-in and the campus-wide strike,
we knew we had the full support of
the campus.” — Jack Radey (ridge
house 1964-65.).

We were on the cusp of great changes for women but, of course, we
didn’t know it. In the fall of 1964, the young women living in the Co-ops
who participated in the Free Speech Movement were focused on furthering
civil rights for African-Americans. The previous school year we had seen
evidence that demonstrations and sit-ins organized at Berkeley could play
an important role in ending some of the most blatant job discrimination
the Bay Area. Now, university officials were trying to end those efforts
by implementing policies that would result in expulsion for students who
organized a demonstration that resulted in arrests. That a university would
seek “revenge” against students who were risking their futures to do the
right thing was truly appalling.
Yet my anger at university efforts to stifle on-campus organizing never
led me to question the discriminatory practices that governed the lives
of women at Berkeley. At the time, I was a sophomore living at Stebbins
hall. Women had weeknight and weekend curfews (11pm and 1am, as I
recall—with one later night per week). Staying out beyond those times
meant being locked out of the building and having your name sent to the
university for disciplinary action. If your parent wrote a permission letter,
you could sign out for an “overnight” to a specified location. Fortunately, I
had permission to take “overnights” to one location--the home of parents
of a friend who lived in Oakland. In order to get arrested, I signed out to
that home. (Here’s hoping the statute of limitations has expired and my
Berkeley degrees will not be rescinded.)
I guess the idea of curfews was to protect young women from certain
hazards of college life. If so, the effort was probably unsuccessful. In
the pre roe v. Wade environment of my freshman and sophomore years,
I attended several hastily arranged wedding showers. right after the
shower, the young women left school. I have no idea if any of them ever
returned. I do know that the much-touted “weeding out” process that we
heard about (“look to your right, look to your left, one of you won’t be
here next year”) did seem to happen in occasion—but rarely because of
academic performance.
despite the limitations, without the co-ops I could not have afforded
Berkeley (even with free tuition). It was a warm environment full of lively
young women. I was barely 17 when I arrived, and even if I had been
wealthy I probably would have been lost in one of the large, impersonal
dorms. At Stebbins, I quickly met just about everyone. My “job” for most
of my two years there was working the switchboard seven hours a week in
the tiny social room at the front of the building. There was a record player
and a very limited choice of albums. People drifted in and out, selecting
records to play. One song seemed to get the most exposure. To this day,
when I hear Dave Brubeck’s “Take Five” I’m still transported back to that
room and that era before the world changed.
Lana Muraskin BA,1967; MA,1968; Ph.D.,1979 (all from UC Berkeley)
Stebbins Hall resident, 1963-65
Cooperatively Yours Spring 2014
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UP OUR ACT!

Executive Director Jim Gray explains some important
changes in the BSC’s habitability and workshift policies
I CAuSed A BIT OF A STIr
at the 80th Anniversary Gala with
my frank remarks about the state of
cleanliness at our houses. In case you
weren’t there, I said:
[When I first started working at
the Berkeley Student Cooperative,]
I was surprised by the dirty and
often uninhabitable condition of our
properties. not one or two of our
properties, most of our properties.
even the cleanest houses, were not
really very close to what you could
call clean. We as an organization,
collectively, have allowed this
condition to persist and worsen for
generations now, as I understand it,
but it was not always so, as many
of you can attest. This unsanitary,
unsafe, and unsatisfactory condition
has pronounced negative impact
on our ability to attract and retain
a diverse membership. It adds to
our cost structure in wasteful and
8
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unacceptable ways. It breeds and
perpetuates a lack of respect for the
assets of the cooperative that can
and does manifest itself in other,
even more destructive ways. lastly, it
reflects poorly on our organization,
and sends the message to the rest
of the world that we do not care

Images like the above helped the
Board make the nearly unanimous
decision to overhaul habitability and
workshift policies.

some negative feedback, due in part
to the awkwardness of such a topic
for a celebratory event.
Am I just being hypobolic? I think
the pictures on these pages speak
louder than words.
Some people might prefer
numbers: workshift fines totaled over
$72,000 in the Spring 2013 semester.
With workshifts currently at $13 per
“Habitability of the BSC
hour, that’s over 5,538 hours blown!
has been the elephant in
habitability of the BSC has been
the room for nearly thirty
the elephant in the room for nearly
years.”
thirty years, but this past Fall semester
the Board of the BSC dealt with this
properly for the buildings that have problem squarely and passed, with a
been generously given to us by prior nearly unanimous vote, major policy
generations who bought and paid for changes to raise the BSC’s habitability
them, so that we might benefit.
standards. The new policy will ensure
I mostly received positive feedback, each member participates (subject to
much if it from alumni who lived their own ability) in maintaining their
here in the 1940s through 1960s and properties, as well as the cooperative
have since been back to visit their spirit of the BSC.
old Co-op homes. But I also received
here are some major policy

changes we have already started
phasing in:
> Termination for those who are
down 15+ hours. While there are
indeed excusable reasons for missing
a workshift, the effect of so many
blown hours is an unequal distribution
of work, unclean conditions, and a
less cooperative environment.
> A grading scale inspection
system with clear criteria for
obtaining each grade. The previous
policy used a pass/fail system which
limited feedback or ability to measure
performance over time.
> After the first inspection of
the semester, successive inspections
will be randomized so that we break
the cycle of houses degenerating
between scheduled inspections.
> A system of incentives for
passing or improving performance
on habitability inspections, and
penalties for failing inspections. Our
previous policies lacked both.
> To collectivize our investment in
clean environments, each member of
a house with a failed inspection will be

fined the equivalent of two workshift
hours ($26). however, members with
financial need and / or disabilities
will be given opportunities for paid
workshift to make up this fine.

implementing the policy changes.
I want to stress how extremely
proud I am of our organization
and its student leadership. I heartily
concur with the remarks of one of
our very involved alumni, Edward
Thelen (Barrington, Cloyne Court,
rochdale Apartments, 1981-85): “It
is this kind of work, and the quality
of the work, that makes me proud
of the students running their Co-op.
The students are finally on top of the
problem, are taking it seriously, and
are paying attention to details in order
to reduce the number of unintended
consequences.”
We hope that with these
improvements, the BSC can better
serve its mission of providing a
quality, low-cost, cooperative housing
community to university students,
thereby providing an educational
opportunity for students who might
not otherwise be able to afford a
university education.

Michelle Pesce (Casa Zimbabwe
2009-12), Assistant to the Operations
Manager, conducts house inspections
and has already seen some positive
results. “The managers at Casa
Zimbabwe were really pleased to
pass their first inspection. They liked
the grading system and knew what to
focus on (such as clearing hallways)
in order to pass.” I thank Operations
Manager Kim Benson (Casa
Zimbabwe 1998-99, euclid 1999-03)
and Vice President of Operations
Katrina McLaughlin (kingman
hall resident) for their insight
and leadership on this important
project. I also thank alumnus Greg
Emerson (Casa Zimbabwe 200003, lothlorien 2003) who generously
shared his expertise as a management
consultant and Co-op veteran to help Jim Gray
us work through the challenges of BSC Executive Director

Before the Habitability Policy Changes...

African American Theme House

Casa Zimbabwe

Hoyt Hall

After!
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80th Anniversary

Gala

On OCTOBER 19, 2013, the Berkeley Student Cooperative
celebrated 80 years by inviting new and old co-opers to its 80th
Anniversary Gala dinner at the hs lordships restaurant. As
soon as guests began to arrive, the place began to buzz with
stories of living in the BSC. It was a remarkable pleasure
hearing from BSC founding member Bishop Millard and
understanding just how impactful his dream of providing
affordable housing for university students has been for so
many people over the last 80 years. As a student at the event,
speaking with guests who lived in my house in the 70s and 80s
(and later seeing them return to loth for brunch to continue
our conversations) was a highlight of the night! Thanks to
the very generous donations made by the Gala attendees and
sponsors, the BSC raised a total of $65,975.49, compared to
the $12,763.74 raised at our 75th Anniversary Gala. Proceeds
will be used towards completing seismic retrofit projects.
Sydney Johnson
BSC Alumni Coordinator, Lothlorien Resident
10
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PHOTO INFORMATION:
(1) Executive Director Jim Gray
with California Assemblymember
Nancy Skinner. (2) Eric Juster,
Gretchen Taylor, Analise SmithHinkley, Li Chu. (3) UC Berkeley
Associate Dean of Students David
Surratt and his wife, Ping Zhang,
Betsy Putnam, UC Berkeley
Associate Vice Chancellor of
Student Affairs for Residential
and Student Service Program
LeNorman Strong and his wife. (4)
Brian and Melva Simmons, Kenny
Abiko, Rick Ruderman and Deb
Roth. (5) Dorothy Lindheim and
Ed McGrath. (6) Rebecca and Russ
Renzas. (7) Tom Kuykendall and
John Alcorn. (8) Edward Thelen,
Craig Schmid, Saul SchulthersGerry, Keith Geller, Jonathan
Grossman. (9) Casa Zimbabwe
House Manager Spencer Hitchcock
with Assistant to Operations
Manager Michelle Pesce. (10)
Pamela and Albert Bendich, Mike
Miller. (11) T.Z. and Irmgard Chu.
(12) Bishop Millard, founding
member of the BSC and Barrington
Hall on video at the Gala (you can
find the video on YouTube). He will
be celebrating his 100th birthday
this year!
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ALUMNI NOTES

Margot Adler (hoyt hall 196567) took a break from being a
reporter for the new york Bureau
of national Public radio to promote
her new book, Vampires Are us:
understanding Our love Affair
with the Immortal dark Side. She
visited hoyt hall with hoyt friends
Marlene Hansen and Christie
Batterman-Jordan and discussed
her career, Wicca religion and new
book with hoyt residents. Margot
says: “The Co-op is better than I
ever, ever remember. What bright,
alive and SMArT young women!”
*****

“I organized an all-co-op
Passover Seder.”
Bernie Altman (Cloyne 196567, northside Co-op 1967-1970):
Beginning in the autumn of 1966, the
university converted to the quarter
system. The following year Passover
did not align with spring break as
it always had during the semester
system, and it occurred midweek.
Because most of us couldn’t get
12
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home to celebrate with our families,
Sharon Mayer and I organized an allCo-op Passover Seder.
Central kitchen provided a basic
chicken dinner, plus we collected $1
from each participant to pay for the
various foods that are key elements
of the service. These include matzo,
charoset (a mixture of apples, nuts,
cinnamon and wine) and horseradish,
probably gefilte fish, and of course
wine—in this case gallon bottles
of red Mountain, pretty much the
cheapest there was.
Sharon insisted that we serve
chopped liver—one of her family
traditions—but on our budget we
could afford neither chicken liver
nor schmaltz (rendered chicken fat,
a key ingredient). Instead we used
beef liver and substituted vegetable
oil and crushed chicken bouillon
cubes for schmaltz. The result didn’t
taste or look very much like what our
mother’s made, but it was surprisingly
palatable.
Gideon Anders was recruited to
play “rabbi”—as I recall he didn’t
have much experience in conducting
seders, but he was willing and, after
all, came from Israel and therefore
could speak hebrew. We were able
to borrow a stack of haggadahs
(prayer books used for seders) from a
generous synagogue in Oakland. The
dinner was held in a large lounge at
ridge house.
There were at least 30 enthusiastic
participants and possibly as many as
60. It was a characteristically diverse
group with any number of religions
represented, including one Moslem.
I can’t recall further details, but the

seder went extremely well, Gideon
did a great job, and everyone seemed
to have a wonderful time.
*****
Ron Enfield (Barrington 196265). I just sold a couple of photos
of the Free Speech Movement for
an NPR documentary about the 60’s,
so it seemed like a perfect use for the
money to pay my BSC Alumni dues.
After all, I was living in Barrington
hall when I took the pictures, and
had I not been able to live there for
$67.50 a month, I would not have
been there anyway. So, full circle.
Being one of Romney’s 47 percenters, I have lots of time to think about
these things. There are a couple of
photos from Barrington tucked away
in my collection online at the Bancroft
Library (see Ronald L. Enfield
Photographs). I would love to hear
from/ about other Barrington alums
from that era. My old friend George
Crow sent me an article about how
things got a little wilder there after I
left.
[ed. – thank you Margot, Bernie
and ron for renewing your BSC
Alumni Association membership
dues! It’s a great way to give back.]
*****
Dick Kaufmann (Cloyne Court,
rochdale Apartments, 1966-69).
Thanks again Bob reyes and Jeff
for hosting another fine gathering
at your place. Those old photos you
sent reminded me of a backpacking
trip in the summer of 1967. We went
to little yosemite above Vernal Falls.
I remember Bob, rick kent and
Frank, and perhaps one or two more
of us. The local black bears got some

of our food despite our best efforts
to secure it. I believe we returned
early from hunger. But the highlight
(or lowlight) was one night we slept
immediately around the campfire
because of the pesky bruins. late
in the night rick was awakened by
a bear sniffing about right next to
his head! When my eyes opened at
his empathic yell, half the sky was
covered by the same bear’s rear end!
It took a little while before we could
laugh about it.
*****
Steve Harness (Stebbins hall
1971-72). I taught natural sciences
(chiefly biology) at Upper Lake High
School from 1978 to 2010. One
of my students, Daniel Ban, went
on to Cal, lived in the co-op (but
not at Stebbins), and even served as
president of the uSCA in the late
1980s and was very much involved in
the closing of Barrington hall.
When I first came back to Berkeley
in January of 1973 to start work on
my second BA in bacteriology, I lived
at ridge house for 2 quarters. The
winter quarter I was in a triple on the
top floor. One of my roommates
there was Charles Ferguson III,
now known as Charles H. Ferguson,
then about 17 years old and just
graduated from lowell high School.
After graduating in math at Cal, he
earned a Phd in political science at
M.I.T. and became a documentary
filmmaker. He was awarded an Oscar
for best documentary feature for
Inside Job in 2010.
I determined from reading the
autobiography of children’s book
author Beverly Cleary that while I
lived at Stebbins I occupied the very
same room in which she had lived
during her residency at Stebbins in
the 1930s: northwest corner of the
building on the 2nd floor.

Of course, my most significant
encounter in the Co-op was at Stebbins
where I met my wife Kathleen
Erickson. We just celebrated our
40th wedding anniversary.
*****
Galen Hathaway (Barrington
hall 1950-51, Buena Vista 1951-?).
At Buena Vista, we didn’t have the
best cooks. We were all men, and
spent more of our time playing chess
or jogging around the street than
putting together dinners. We all made
our own breakfast and lunches, but
would rely on one of our neighbors to
cook dinner if we wanted something
really good.
The house was full of students,
law students, orthopedic students,
dentistry students (whom we referred
to as ddS- “dumb dental Students”)
and several others who all went on to
be successful. Although I could easily
say things often got out of control,
we also we get to work when we had
to- this meant taking breaks from our
weekend-long chess tournaments.
Things seem to be much different
than when I was a student at Cal. For
one thing, I always had some money
in my bank account, even though
my father had passed, making me
financially self-reliant. It probably
helped having tuition at only about
$36, including health benefits.
The whole application process was
much different as well. I wanted to
study law, so I went to speak to the
dean of students simply by walking
into his office and waiting a few
minutes. The dean admitted me into
hastings right then and there. no
formal application involved.
At hastings I met Willie Brown,
who went on to be the mayor of San
Francisco and who the Western span
of the Bay Bridge has recently been
named after.

*****
On december 3, 2013, Harry
Krueper (ridge 1951-53) wrote in to
greet the BSC and all its members a
happy Holiday Season. “I’m retiring!”
he mentioned, “But not completely.
My left leg has given out, limiting
my activity. hope all is well with you
folks and that you will have happy
holidays and communicate.”
[ed. – Buena Vista was the Coop house we had briefly in San
Francisco.]
*****
Tori Partridge (hoyt hall
2008, ridge house 2009-11). I am
currently studying at university of
Oregon to receive a Masters degree
in k-12 special education and really
love the coursework so far. eugene
has several co-ops comparable to
those at the BSC, so since moving to
Oregon I have been living in a student
cooperative again! That seems to be
a part of Berkeley that I can’t seem
to stray too far from. The SCA
(Student’s Cooperative Association)
is much smaller, being only a three
house system, but otherwise it feels
really similar to the BSC. I’ve run
into some folks who’ve been guests
at lothlorien, but have yet to meet
any actual BSC alumni yet.
[ed. – Great to hear from young
alumni like you, Tori. We’d like to
recognize you again for being the
House Manager that organized your
house around the ridge house
reunion of 2011! We know it was a
tremendous amount of work.]
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THANK YOU!
• JPMorgan Chase
Foundation
• The eucalyptus
Foundation
• Advanced home energy
• rock Island
• Charles Schwab
• Verific Design
Automation, Inc.
• Anonymous
• kenny Abiko
• John B. Adams
• erlinda Aguilar
• Ted Akulian
• Carolina Alas-Memphill
• John Alcorn
• Beverly Allphin
• esther lee Alpern
• Victor Alterescu
• Bernie Altman
• Gideon Anders
• Anne heller Anderson
• Jane Partridge Ardley
• George Arnstein
• dean richard Artis
• Michele Asch
• Jason Auriemma
• Mia Baldwin
• Magnolia Marlee Barrett
• Christopher Axel
Barrios
• Catherine Barry
• Mark Beaufait
• Suzanne Louise Bender
• Albert Bendich
• leonard Benson
• Carol A. Bequette
• Michael C. Berch
• Vivian Fox Berliner
• Anthony Bernier
• Melvin Bernstein
• Judy Bertelsen
• evelyn Bharucha
• eva Wong Bien
• richard Bierce
14
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Alan Bierce
helen Black
laurie Bonilla
Mitchell I. Bonner
norman Bookstein
Jorgia Siegel Bordofsky
Matt Bowman
richard Brann
Colleen Elizabeth Bray
Cassandra l. Britton
Zelda Bronstein
Gillian Brown
david Brown
Michael Burke
russ Button
Justina Gunnel Byrne
Jennifer lauren Carr
laura Cattani
don Chakerian
Chester Chan
dave Cheit
li-Chiang Chu
T. Z. Chu
Thomas Joseph Clark
ladd Coates
Barbara Jones Coates
Alvin P. Cohen
katherine Collins
Bernard Cooper
dave Cooper
Susan Currie
koushik datta
Allen davenport
Andi davis
Monika decker
harry delmer
William dere
klara detrano
Mike deVito
Jay l. devore
Jennifer rose devries
edward dodge
John dolan
Andrew duBois
Cody Sutherland Dunitz

• John ehrlich
• dana Angluin eisenstat
• herbert A. elefant
• Ronald Enfield
• Marlene eng
• herbert l. engstrom
• Cameryn erickson
• robert d. evans
• katherine Fairweather
• Brenna Coleman Fallon
• robert Feinerman
• Margaret hannah Fiske
• luis Flores
• Benjamin Fong
• Bruce M. Foreman
• richard Foster
• Cary Fox
• david M. Fradkin
• donald Frank
• roy Friedland
• Theodore Paul
Furukawa
• Omer Gersten
• laurent Gharda
• helen emery
Giambruni
• Sharlya Gold
• Marian Gold
• leonard Gold
• Joel Goldberg
• eliot A. Goldstein
• Thomas Gong
• George Gorbatenko
• John Gordon
• Steve Greenberg
• ruth Gross
• david Grossberg
• Jonathan Grossman
• Margie Guillory
• Everto Gutierrez
• randolph W. hall
• Bruce P. hall
• Tim hallahan
• lois hansen
• Mary haven Thompson

• edie harris hedgecock
• John heins
• Jennifer heller
• Carrie (Carolyn) Carlton
helser
• rona Smyth henry
• eugene herman
• John hermansky
• Gordon herscher
• George P. hess
• Beth hoenninger
• Jonathan M. hoff
• robert hollander
• Ivan J. houston
• robert A. hughes
• George humphreys
• Sara Ishikawa
• John Jacobs
• Mary l. hickok
Jankowski
• Barbara J hughes
• russell d. Johnson, Jr.
• kenneth e. Jorgensen
• Warren Jue
• Piper kamins
• Joe kamiya
• ruth Freese katten
• richard kaufmann
• Weston B. kendall
• Trisha O’Connor Kett
• navid khodadadi
• henry M. king
• Colin G. king
• Paul kinney
• Fred klaessig
• Victor klebanoff
• Maximilian klein
• Stephen A. klein
• robert kleinberg
• Mia lorraine kleven
• Barbara Hennings Klotz
• John knapp
• Victoria Stanton kocsik
• Chika kondo
• Jeffrey W. koon

The Berkeley Student Cooperative and the BSC Alumni Association thank the following donors for their
financial support in 2013. The BSC uses donations and membership dues for seismic renovations, IT upgrades,
scholarships, and programs that engage our alumni in strengthening and supporting the BSC. We extend a special thank you to the lifetime members of the BSC Alumni Association.
• kevin koster
• daniel kronovet
• harry J. krueper
• Clifford kulwin
• louis kurkjian
• Tom kuykendall
• Tony la France
• Jonathan lampman
• Maureen larrowe
Jordan
• Carl larson
• ronald M. lathrop
• niels C. laughlin
• richard laursen
• eliana rose lauter
• elan Ben lavie
• eliya M. lavine
• Afsheen lebastchi
• harry le Grande
• lloyd lettis
• Terry leuin
• James lewis
• Margaret r. lewis
• dorothy lindheim
• richard lira
• diana lobush
• Jody S. london
• Kathleen J. Loretz
• nancy lucke ludgus
• Wayne luney
• Christine lux-Whiting
• Joshua davis Maashoward
• linda Macioci
• Matthew Madison
• Joy Makdisi
• dennis Mar
• Philippe Marchand
• Jonah Markowitz
• Joy lee Martens
• russel A. Martin
• edward Martins
• Milton Mather
• douglas M. McFarland
• richard P. McGinnis
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edward G. McGrath
richard S. McIntosh
Stuart Meisner
Gary d. Melnick
dr. robert A. Mendle
robert Mercer
reed e. Miller
Michael Miller
Walter Miller, Jr.
Joseph r. Mixer
Wilhelmina Monson
Chinsook kim Moore
rudolf h. Moos
Wendy Morgan
Aron I. Murai
Alice nakahata
Gene neri
Ilana newman
horton e. newsom
Carol davis norberg
hillary Marie Ojeda
Vicki S. Oppenheim
ren Orans
John Oswalt
Alexis Petru
Michael Phillips
Genelia Phillips
Jan Polissar
dolores Warren Powell
Steve Prescop
daniel Price
Harper Puziss
robert F. Pyle
Thomas A. Quan
norbert ralph
Janak ramakrishnan
dewey S. ravenscroft
Arno reifenberg
Palmina rende
Rebecca Renzas
Bonnie ricca
david richardson
nancy riddle
eileen robb
david robbins
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William rosen
• Arthur W. and Susan
Stephen ross
Walenta
rami d. rubin
• dorothy Walker
esther Sabin
• Jon Wallace
Carol Schamp
• nancy Walls
Mathew A. Schreiber
• Shirlee Wasson
Jerry Scribner
• Sarah Isabella Watler
John eric Sealander
• Alice Webber
Omar Shakill
• Priscilla Spires Wegars
Irving Sherman
• Gloria Weston
Elizabeth M. Shook
• katherine Westphal
Christopher P. Silva
• Anthony Wexler
Peter Simmons
• Wendy Heintz Whitney
Brian Simmons
• richard J. Wilcox
Stanley r. Smith
• dora Williams
Analise Smith-hinkley
• Sarah Mikaela Williams
ruth Spear
• Scott P. Wilson
lisa Spivak
• Maggie Fitzgerald
katherine M. Stauffer
Wilson
Maria Stratton
• Marc Winger
lee Thomas Surh
• Sara daniels Winsemius
Tom Sutak
• Alexander Shih Jung
Marilyn Noda Swartz
Wong
Aurel Tabacaru
• Jennifer lynn Wood
richard k. Takahashi
• Stephen r. Wood
ernest Takahashi
• Philip Woods
Allen Brian Takahashi
• James Allen Woods
yoshio Takakuwa
• Gordon Wozniak
Ming Tam
• Chloe Wurr
daniel Tamsky
• Victor Wyman
ellie Abigail Taus
• Chauncey yano
Matthew Alan Taylor
• Chia-heng yao
Paul M. Templin
• kane yee
edward Thelen
• Suzanne Yee
donna Thompson
• Ozan Yolasigmaz
rebecca lee Thompson • Alice young
Michael e. Tigar
• Pasteur yuen
Murray Tobak
• kelly yun
Franklin Tseng
• Milton Zaitlin
Deniz Tuncer
Arthur J. ungar
Mitch Vanbourg
We also thank Bishop
Jim Vawter
Millard for his legacy gift!
richard Venti
Benjamin Wald
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In Memoriam
Murray Tobak
Cherished co-oper and BSC
Alumni Association member Murray
Tobak passed away Saturday, August
31, 2013. Tobak lived in ridge house
and kingman hall over the course
of 1946-48. A frequent donor to
BSCAA, Tobak’s connection with the
Berkeley Student Cooperative helped
many students receive a comfortable
and positive living experience like
the one he had. Born June 11, 1925,
Tobak died at the age of 88 and had
been living in Palo Alto, CA prior to
his passing. he left behind a generous
donation from his estate for the BSC.

Douglas Page
douglas Page, 87, passed away
on February 25, 2013 after a battle
against bladder cancer. After serving
in the Army Air Corps, doug went on
to study law at uC Berkeley. during
this time, doug lived in Cloyne Court
from 1947-48. After graduating from
UC Berkeley’s Boalt Hall, Doug went
on to establish his own law practice in
Walnut Creek, where he remained for
47 years. doug was a peace advocate,
a father, and never held back from
making the difference he believed
was necessary, whether it be through
his involvement with city council or
within the Supreme Court. Wife C.
Jay Page had this to say regarding
Doug’s experience within the coops,
“[doug] was always grateful for his
opportunity to live in a coop, as it
made college possible. he enjoyed
many years as a very successful
because of it.”
16
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Brunetta Reid Wolfman
Brunetta
Wolfman,
former
Stebbins hall resident, passed away on
november 15, 2013. She left behind
a legacy of academic achievement
both for herself and also by
extending accessibility of knowledge
and resources for higher education
students. After graduating from uC
Berkeley with a degree in Sociology
and Social Institution, Brunetta later
went on to achieve a Master’s in Adult
education and a Ph.d. in Sociology
of education, higher education,
and urban education from uC
Berkeley as well. Some of the higher
institutions where Brunetta served as
an administrator include dartmouth
College, roxburry Community
College, university of Massachusetts,
and George Washington university.
In addition, she taught many
undergraduate and graduate courses
on sociology and educational
management. Throughout all her
success, Brunetta remained closely
tied with the BSC and frequently
donated to the scholarships given to
present BSC members.

Donald McCallum
Former
Barrington
resident
donald McCallum passed away on
October 23, 2013. After graduating
uC Berkeley, don went on to receive
his Phd in Japanese Art history at
nyu and later taught as a Professor
of Japanese Art history at uClA.
Since his passing, The donald F.
McCallum Memorial Fund has been
created to support the department
of Art history at the uClA Terasaki
Center for Japanese Studies. don

lived at Barrington hall in 1958-60,
where he was roommates with Rich
Laursen.

Chuck Radcliffe
After a childhood in Calexico, CA,
Charles “Chuck” William radcliffe
went north to attend uC Berkeley in
1942, where he resided in Sheridan
Hall. In 1943 he joined the US Navy’s
V12 program, serving on the uSS
new Mexico from 1944-1946, and
becoming a lTJG uSnr engineer
in the main propulsion division. he
was awarded 3 battle stars for action
in the Philippines and off Okinawa.
While his ship was in Boston
in 1945, Chuck met Martha Clark.
They married on February 18, 1946.
Martha remained his love and life
partner for over six decades, leaving
his side in 2010.
After the war, Chuck resumed
his studies at uC Berkeley, and
became a member of the Mechanical
engineering faculty in 1956. he
was a member of the International
Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics,
traveling the world to give lectures.
he taught the theory and practice
of mechanism design and worked
for decades with the Veterans
Administration. he invented the 4
bar radcliffe knee and SACh foot,
and worked with medical colleagues
to improve artificial leg fitting
techniques, receiving the ASMe
Design Division’s Machine Design
Award for his many contributions.
Chuck was an extremely generous
and longtime supporter of the BSC.

Berkeley as a junior. She passed on
September 20, 2013. I was lucky
enough to discover the co-op that
year as well. She graduated and
worked as a lab/Micro technician,
married Guy denman, and raised and
home schooled their three daughters,
kristen, Stephanie and Brieanna.
She was devoted to them. They
lived in Moapa, nV, but raised their
daughters largely in Williamsburg,
VA and then moved to Albuquerque,
nM. In Albuquerque she took a job
at the law firm Dixon, Scholl & Bailey
and was highly valued as an employee
and as daisy. She became interested
Daisy Wong-Denman (hoyt in nutrition and studied and practiced
hall 1972-74) and I met as roommates healthful eating. her three beautiful
in hoyt hall in Fall 1972. daisy was daughters are successful competitors
born december 3, 1950, raised in in body building. A memorial service
San Francisco and transferred to to celebrate her life was held at the

Church of Jesus Christ of latter-day
Saints in Albuquerque on October
2, 2013. her funeral service was on
October 6, 2013 in San Francisco at
evergreen Mortuary. She is buried at
Woodlawn Memorial park in Colma,
CA near her parents, just outside the
City. I miss her greatly. She was a
dear friend who lives on in my heart.
I was so pleased to remember
daisy by becoming a lifetime member
of the Berkeley Student Cooperative
Alumni Association. Thank you for
asking about daisy. Please let me
know if there is anything else you
need. Sincerely — Patricia Barron
(hoyt hall 1972).
[ed. – thank you Patricia for
honoring your friendship in such a
sweet way.]

Troublesome Data:
GOOD NEWS: The BSC Alumni Association is the largest dues-paying UC Berkeley alumni group.

BAD NEWS: The rate of membership is falling. Fewer alumni are joining or renewing
their membership each year!

2011: 885 total members
2012: 861 total members
2013: 866 total members
2014: 847 total members

Please be sure to renew your membership this year
and ask your alumni friends to join as well!
Cooperatively Yours Spring 2014
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Dear Ridge House Friends,
ridge house and the Berkeley
Student Cooperative were key to
my uC Berkeley education. yes, it
was low cost student housing, but
for me it was more than that. It
was an inclusive place where I, as a
nerdy engineering student, matured
socially and learned people skills
that helped to smooth over many of
my rough edges. ridge house was
a place where I made friends who
provided me with moral support and
guidance during the career building
phase of my young adulthood and
it exposed me to different political,
social, and religious views that helped
me understand others as well as learn
more about myself.
While living at ridge house I
served as a Breakfast Cook, Food
Manager, Social Chair, exchange

dinner Waiter at hoyt hall, Vice
President, Council Member, Board
rep, and Student Fund raiser for the
construction of ridge Project. All of
these activities added to my personal
“school of hard knocks,” leadership
training, and life experience.
now that I have been retired
for some years, I come back to
ridge house just to hang out and
reminisce about those days of my
youth. In doing so, I hope that I can
help today’s youth get an affordable
education. I come back to ridge
house to attend reunions and also to
attend meetings of the BSC Alumni
Association
Capital
Campaign
Committee. Sometimes I have lunch
at La Val’s, buy an ice cream at the
corner convenience store, and sit on
the Ridge House steps reflecting on

DID YOU KNOW?
Each student pays...
$1,093 per year
for completed, bondfinanced retrofits

$281 per year
to save for future retrofits

$1,374 per year
TOTAL!
my student days. I ask you to return
to ridge house with me and support
another generation of Cal students
with receiving the ridge house
experience. Please donate to the
ridge house Seismic upgrade.
Sincerely,
Richard Lira (ridge 1964-67)

Dear Fellow Ridge House Alumni,
My wife asked me why I care so
much about an old house where I
lived while attending Berkeley. A fair
question and the answer is not simple.
First of all, I would not have been
able to afford Berkeley, since I had
to work my way through college as
a foreign student. Secondly, with no
student loan to repay I could accept
an interesting first job in a blossoming
industry with very modest salary.
But, it was more than money.
When I first arrived at Ridge House,
a veteran resident immediately took
me, an obviously bewildered young
foreign student from a tiny high
school in India, under his wing and
introduced me to everyone as “T.Z.,”
a name that stayed with me ever since.
During the early 1950s, there weren’t
18
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many Asian students at Berkeley and
I remembered many of my fellow
Chinese students felt estranged and
left out of student life. That was
quite different from my experience at
ridge house. I began my work shift
assignment as the Central kitchen
Pot Washer at Oxford. Before long,
I became the Sunday Breakfast
Cook, then the house Manager,
then Workshift Manager, then house
President, and eventually President of
uSCA. In retrospect, the experience
and confidence I gained at Ridge
House had a significant impact on my
career, initially as a manager in uS and
abroad, and eventually as CeO of
companies. And, most importantly,
I met my wife while I was working
in Switzerland and we just had our

Golden Anniversary.
ridge house therefore is
much more than a house for me,
symbolically and substantively, as it
is with hundreds or thousands other
residents and boarders who have their
own ridge house stories to share. At
80, I feel my age as I am sure ridge
house, which is considerably older,
does too. richard lira has laid out
what it takes to return ridge house
to good health. I am stepping up to
do my share and I hope you would
too.
With warmest regards,
T. Z. Chu (ridge house 1953- 57)

Support the BSC today!
1 Choose your gift:
Monthly or
$137.40
$13.74
$_______

Quarterly gift:

One-time gift:
$1,374.00
$137.40
$_______
3 Join the Alumni Association:
Lifetime Membership,
BSC Alumni Association
$500 Lifetime Membership
$250 Recent Grad Lifetime Membership
Annual Membership,
BSC Alumni Association
$50 Annual Membership
$20 Recent Grad Annual Membership

2 Choose your area of support
I want to support the BSC’s mission by donating to:
Seismic Retrofit Fund
Scholarship Fund
Where It Is Needed Most

Name
Address
Email
Phone
Co-op(s) you lived in and years:
My check, payable to the BSC, is enclosed.
Please charge my credit card $
.
Card Number
Exp. Date
Signature

The BSC and the BSCAA are 501(c)(3) charitable non-profit organizations.
All contributions, including membership dues, are tax-deductible.
Pay membership dues at www.bscaa.org/membership or donate at www.bsc.coop/donate

The Berkeley Student Cooperative
will retrofit Ridge House in Summer
2014. Over 100 years old, Ridge
House is in dire need of this safety
improvement at a cost of $350,000.
Each BSC student pays $1,374/year
to finance seismic retrofits. Please
consider a donation of $1,374 to
match what students are paying
annually.
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Berkeley Student Cooperative
2424 Ridge Road
Berkeley, CA 94709

Support the Berkeley Student Cooperative
The mission of the Berkeley Student Cooperative is to provide a quality, low-cost, cooperative housing
community to university students, thereby providing an educational opportunity for students who might not
otherwise be able to afford a university education.

Save the date!

inside this issue:
•
•
•

Record Gift to the BSC
Stebbins Hall Reunion
Memories of the
Free Speech Movement

The Berkeley Student Cooperative Celebrates the
50th Anniversary of the Free Speech Movement!
The BSC will be commemorating the 50th Anniversary of FSM by
celebrating the involvement of our members in SLATE, FSM, Civil
Rights, the Anti-Apartheid Protests, Occupy and other progressive and
social justice-based causes.

Sunday, September 28, 2014
2-5p.m. -- Location in Berkeley TBD

•

The BSC Cleans Up!

•
•

80th Anniversary Gala Photos

with before and after photos

Letters from Ridge House

We love hearing from our
alumni! Send us a note:
Madeleine Loh
mloh@bsc.coop
(510) 649-8984
visit us on facebook:
facebook.com/BSCAA

